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Overview

- IPv4 address exhaustion
  - Post exhaustion IPv4 address requests
- IPv6
  - Deployment edges
  - General recommendations for IPv6 deployment
IPv4 address exhaustion: Are we ready?
IPv4 Address Global Distribution

- AfriNIC 4
- APNIC 45
- ARIN 36
- LACNIC 9
- RIPE 35
- Pre-RIR 92
- Reserved by IETF And IANA 35

256 x /8

18 February 2011
APNIC IPv4 Availability (/8)

http://www.apnic.net/community/ipv4-exhaustion/graphical-information
APNIC IPv4 Availability (/8)

• It shows the daily total of available IPv4 addresses, expressed in terms of /8s.
• The total will decrease and increase according to APNIC allocations to networks, delegations of /8s received from IANA, and resource returns.
• When APNIC only has a total of one /8 left, the final /8 policy will be triggered.

http://www.apnic.net/community/ipv4-exhaustion/graphical-information
IPv4 Consumption: Projection

IANA exhaustion: 01/02/2011
Projected First RIR exhaustion: 11/08/2011

IPv4 exhaustion planning

Appropriate policies/procedures applied at different stage
Stage 1

- IANA unallocated IPv4 address pool is still available
  - APNIC will continue to follow current policies to distribute IPv4 addresses
  - All allocations will be based on equipment capacity and customer numbers
    - The current minimum practical allocation is a /22 (about 1,000 IP addresses)
  - Current escalation procedure for large requests will continue to apply
  - IANA will reserve last 5 x /8 for RIRs
Stage 2

- Post-IANA exhaustion of IPv4 address pool
  - Effective since 14 Feb 2011
  - No more IPv4 address allocation is available from IANA to RIRs
    - One allocation to members may combine multiple prefixes to make up the required allocation size
  - APNIC will keep making allocations/assignments from APNIC’s IPv4 address pool until APNIC reaches the “final /8 worth of address”.
  - Response to IPv4 requests and correspondence is now set to exactly five (5) business days.
  - Serialization of IPv4 requests.
  - Team evaluation of requests
Stage 3

- APNIC reaches “final /8 worth of address”
  - Projected timing = Aug 2011
  - One /8 contains 256 of /16 IPv4 address space
  - One /16 block will be reserved for future uses, as yet unforeseen
    - “Use of final /8” policy
      - Reached consensus in 2008 in the APNIC community
      - Implemented in 2009
  - Each APNIC account holder can request and receive one allocation of the minimum allocation size (current size is /22)
Final /8 worth of address

• It is the time when the total remaining space in the unallocated APNIC IPv4 address pool reaches a total of one /8
  • How to interpret “total of one /8”?
  • Community consultation at APNIC30, Aug 2010
  • General support to leave it as an operational decision of APNIC Secretariat
    • “Instead of tweaking the policy in minute details, let’s move on to IPv6”
When will APNIC’s IPv4 pool be exhausted?

• APNIC IPv4 address management policy
  • 9.10 Distribution of the final /8 worth of space in the unallocated APNIC IPv4 address pool
  • http://www.apnic.net/policy/add-manage-policy#9.10
  • A total of around 16,000 small slices that can be given out from this final /8.
  • Currently, APNIC has around 3000 account holders.
  • A membership growth rate of 300 new accounts during the past year.
  • Given these variables, it will take a number of years to allocate all addresses from this final /8.

• And of course, IPv6 is available!

http://www.apnic.net/community/ipv4-exhaustion/ipv4-exhaustion-details
IPv6 Deployment Edges
Comcast
http://www.comcast6.net/

comcast.net IPv6 Information Center

Your IP address is 2001:do:0000:4:21f:73ff:fed5:8a54

Comcast IPv6 Trials Have Started
This site is intended to provide the latest information about Comcast's IPv6-related work. We are conducting several IPv6 technical trials in our product production network, with customers, in order to prepare for the IPv6 transition. This site will be updated as new information about these trials comes out, and as other IPv6-related work occurs.

IPv6 Trial News and Information:
Comcast’s 6RD Trial Has Started
Wednesday, June 30, 2010

We are pleased to announce that today, Wednesday June 30th, 2010, Comcast activated our first residential 6RD trial customer, who was located in Cambridge, MA.

In the coming weeks we expect to add several hundred trial customers in a wide range of locations in our network, since the 6RD trial is not geographically limited. 6RD trial customers can use their existing computers and cable modems, which may not support IPv6 directly. However, their home gateway devices have been upgraded to one of two different trial devices which support 6RD, enabling IPv6 packets to be encapsulated within IPv4 packets. The encapsulated packets are then sent to a 6RD Border Relay in the Comcast network which in turn forwards the traffic to the Internet over native IPv6.

Comcast’s First Native Dual-Stack Customer Activated!
Thursday, May 13, 2010

IPv6 Presentations & Articles
- ISOC IPv6 Workshop: DNS Whitelisting Concerns
- ISOC IPv6 Workshop: All Presentations
- IETF 77: ISOC IPv6 Momentum Panel
- NANOG 47: IPv6 Emerging Stories of Success
- NANOG 46: IPv6 and Cable
- NANOG 46: DHCPv6 on DOCSIS
- Communications Technology: Hitchhiker's Guide to IPv6 - Prepare, Don't Panic
- Communications Technology: Change of Address: IPv6 - Its Looming Impact on Cable
- IPv6 Implementors Mtg.: IPv6 Broadband and Cable
- IPv6 Business Information Exchange: IPv6 Deployment Experiences

IPv6 Tutorials
- ISOC: IPv6 Educational Materials
- ARIN: IPv6 Wiki
- Wikipedia: IPv6 Wiki
- Understanding DS-Lite
- Understanding CGN/LSN/AFTR
May 2010
• First native dual-stack customer activated
• Comcast Business Class services
June 2010
• Activated their first residential 6RD trial customer located in Cambridge, MA, USA
sify.com
http://www.sify.com/

2005
• sify has a dual-stack network that supports commercial services on IPv6 transport for its enterprise customers
http://sify.com
• A dual-stack commercial portal
D-NET
http://www.dnet.net.id/
D-NET
http://www.dnet.net.id/

2006
• Implemented IPv6 based on the business decision made by Board of Director
• Future proof to cope with IPv4 address exhaustion and to maintain sustainable growth
Google
http://ipv6.google.com/

2402:6800:8004::68
IPv6 Traffic

“Google has quietly turned on IPv6 support for its YouTube video streaming Web site, sending a spike of IPv6 traffic across the Internet…”

– 1 Feb 2010 Networld

• Monash University, Melbourne, Australia:
Facebook

http://www.v6.facebook.com/

Experimental, non-production

2620:0:1cfe:face:b00c::3
iOS 4

Laptops and Smartphones Drive Traffic Growth

General recommendations for IPv6 deployment
Preparing for IPv6 Transition

Overall planning

1. Review the impact of IPv4 address exhaustion
   • Inventory of your IT assets

2. Develop an IPv6 deployment plan
   • Strategy, scope of the deployment, schedule, auditing of execution of the plan
   • How to manage coexistence of IPv4 and IPv6
     • Where to start to deploying IPv6?
     • What transition techniques to be employed?
   • Staff training

3. Budget readiness
Preparing for IPv6 transition

- Technical management
  - Assess the possibility of IPv4 and IPv6 co-existence with desired technology
    - There are quite a few transition technologies are available
  - Assess security implication of IPv6
    - Any new technology comes with new security threats and vulnerabilities

- Human capacity development
  - Develop a plan to acquire skills to implement IPv6
  - Implement a test networks with IPv6
IPv6 Transition Conference: Final Count Down to IPv4 Exhaustion in 2011

• 22\textsuperscript{nd} Feb 2011 (Tue)
  • A full day conference in HK
    • As a part of APRICOT/APAN 2011
  • Timely topics with relevant speakers
    • Keynote presentations
    • Panel discussion 1:
      • Sharing IPv6 deployment experiences
    • Panel discussion 2:
      • Supporting IPv6 deployment through a multi-stakeholder approach
    • Panel discussion 3:
      • IPv6 deployment economics
IPv6: A prerequisite to the sustainable long-term development of a ubiquitous and open Internet

Thank you!

<german@apnic.net>